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Self-consistent approaches to superfluid many-fermion systems in three-dimensions (and their
subsequent use in time-dependent studies) require a large number of diagonalizations of very large
dimension Hermitian matrices, which results in enormous computational costs. We present an
approach based on the shifted conjugate-orthogonal conjugate-gradient (COCG) Krylov method for
the evaluation of the Green’s function, from which we subsequently extract various densities (particle
number, spin, current, kinetic energy, anomalous, etc.) of a nuclear system. The approach eschews
the determination of the quasiparticle wavefunctions and their corresponding quasiparticle energies,
which never explicitly appear in the construction of a single-particle Hamiltonian or needed for the
calculation of various static nuclear properties, which depend only on densities. As benchmarks we
present calculations for nuclei with axial symmetry, including the ground state of spherical (magic
or semi-magic) and axially deformed nuclei, the saddle-point in the 240Pu constrained fission path,
and a vortex in the neutron star crust and demonstrate the superior efficiency of the shifted COCG
Krylov method over traditional approaches.
PACS numbers: 21.60.-n, 21.60.Jz
I. INTRODUCTION
Density functional theory (DFT) and other self-
consistent approaches [Hartree-Fock (HF), Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov (HFB) or Hartree-de Gennes] have played an
essential role in studying the properties of most nuclei
across the nuclear chart [1]. Present phenomenological
nuclear energy density functionals (EDF) allow for accu-
rate descriptions of many bulk properties of nuclei such
as masses, radii and shapes, transition matrix elements,
potential energy surfaces and related inertial parameters,
and even non-equilibrium properties, when extended to
time-dependent phenomena. The time-dependent exten-
sion is straightforward [2–4] and provides a unified ap-
proach for the study of both structure and reaction dy-
namics. While pairing correlations are absent in closed
shell magic nuclei, there are a lot of nuclear problems
where accurate description of the pairing correlations is
crucial. Examples of such problems include large ampli-
tude collective motion of open shell nuclei and dynamics
of vortices in neutron star crust [5–11].
The evaluation of the nuclear DFT is numerically de-
manding, particularly if one considers large fermionic sys-
tems in three dimensions and large deformations, with-
out any symmetry constraints. Over the years many it-
erative approaches for solving the HFB equations have
been proposed, including successive diagonalizations of
the HFB or HF+BCS matrices, imaginary time evolu-
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tion [12, 13], and gradient methods [14, 15], which typ-
ically need significant memory requirements and opera-
tions of complexity O(N3), where N is the dimension of
the HFB matrix. For a review of modern diagonalization
software, see Ref. [16].
The most standard approach, via series of direct diago-
nalizations of the HFB Hamiltonian, can be divided into
two main classes. In the first one, the HFB problem is
formulated in the configuration space by expanding the
quasiparticle states of HFB on a discrete basis of orthogo-
nal functions, usually provided by a (deformed) harmonic
oscillator (HO) basis [17, 18]. Although typically very
fast, this approach suffers from truncation errors that
typically lead to the incorrect description of the asymp-
totic behavior of the system or of the large deformations
of the systems, e.g. when a nucleus fissions. An HO-basis
does not usually provide a very effective coverage of the
relevant phase-space. Sometimes this can be improved by
introducing wavelets [19] and complex energy Berggren
states [20] to describe the continuum spectrum. Nu-
clear systems are adequately described when the phase-
space in which the dynamics occurs is properly covered
by the single-particle basis wave functions. This space
is characterized typically by a volume V = L3, where
L is a few times the nucleus radius and by a maximum
single-particle momentum pcut = ~kcut proportional to
the Fermi momentum ~kF . The total number of quan-
tum states in such p hase space is
NPS = 4(2pcutL)
3
(2pi~)3
∝ k3FR3, (1)
where the factor 4 arises from accounting for spin and
isospin degrees of freedom, see the discussion in Ref. [21].
The spatial extension L (that can be different in each
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2Cartesian direction) is chosen depending on the specific
needs. These extensions in each spatial direction are dif-
ferent for a nucleus with very extended density tails, for
the collision of two nuclei, for the fission of a heavy nu-
cleus and its split into two fragments or for a nucleus in
the presence or absence of a vortex in the neutron star
crust. In an HO-basis, by increasing the size of the ba-
sis set to cover the required spatial volume, one usually
goes well beyond pcut, leading to an inefficient coverage
of the needed phase-space. Pairing correlations typically
lead to a filling of all the momentum states up to pcut.
The need to describe large deformations, the tails of the
density distributions, and particularly the large ampli-
tude dynamics of various nuclear systems requires large
spatial simulation volumes and a large momentum cut-
off, thus resulting in a large number of phase-space cells
NPS .
Another approach is the direct HFB matrix diagonal-
ization in the coordinate space with a lattice spacing
dx = pi/kcut chosen to ensure an adequate coverage of
the phase-space [13, 21, 22]. Thus, one can obtain nu-
merically accurate results for weakly bound nuclei and
large deformations [23, 24]. A number of coordinate-
space HFB solvers have been published over the years
[19, 25–30], but solving the HFB equations in full three-
dimensional (3D) coordinate space is still a challenging
problem because of the large dimension of the HFB ma-
trix discretized in a large box. To put this in perspective
consider calculations in medium size volume 32 × 32 ×
48 fm3 with lattice resolution dx = 1 fm correspond-
ing to pcut = ~pi/dx ≈ 600 MeV/c. Then, the N × N
HFB matrix has N2 = (4 × 32 × 32 × 48)2 ≈ 200 0002
matrix elements, and requires more than 0.5TB memory
just to store it. A typical diagonalization (which requires
O(N3) operations separately for protons and neutrons),
takes about 40 minutes using the high-performance lin-
ear algebra library ScaLAPACK [31] on the Edison super-
computer at NERSC with 36 864 processor cores and a
charged computational cost of 49 152 CPU hours [32]
(CPU, central processing unit). For self-consistent con-
vergence ∼ 100 diagonalizations are typically required,
generating an enormous computational cost on the order
of about 10 million CPU hours per converged calcula-
tion. After each diagonalization, the eigenfunctions are
reduced to local densities needed to construct new quasi-
particle Hamiltonian matrix coefficients before the start
of a next iteration. The manner in which new matrix co-
efficients are constructed reflects the fact that, for density
functional theory, the many-body wave function contains
vastly more information than is needed in each iteration.
Here we present a new method for extracting densities
directly from the HFB Hamiltonian without calculating
wavefunctions. The method is especially well suited for
large scale calculations that inevitably require an effi-
cient use of supercomputers. It is important to compare
both the computational (numerical) complexity of differ-
ent algorithms that solve the same problem, and the ease
with which the methods can be partitioned into smaller
problems that can be effectively executed in parallel so
that the entire process scales well on today’s comput-
ers. An important indicator that characterizes this prop-
erty of an given algorithm is the strong scaling, which
describes how the time to compute a fixed problem de-
pends on the aggregated scale of the computing resources
used to finish the problem. Ideal (linear) strong scal-
ing for an algorithm is achieved when the (wall) time to
completion can be reduced by a constant factor k while
increasing the aggregated machine scale by the same fac-
tor k. The dense, direct eigenvalue decomposition based
on data decomposing the Hamiltonian over a set of pro-
cesses does not exhibit perfect strong scaling on mod-
ern parallel computers, particularly for very large matri-
ces, when communication between computational nodes
starts dominating the computational cost. The factoriza-
tion requires frequent interruptions both in communicat-
ing partial results and coordinating coarse phases of the
algorithm between computing units, and these synchro-
nizations, coupled to increasingly smaller work fractions
for a fixed problem dominate the strong scaling behavior.
Eventually more time is spent managing the computa-
tion than evaluating the algorithm. Moreover, a typical
local energy density functional leads to a sparse HFB
matrix in the coordinate representation - a feature that
is not efficiently utilized by the eigenvalue decomposition
with direct methods. The method proposed here removes
these weaknesses. The algorithm can be constructed in a
nearly communication-free manner and thus exhibits al-
most prefect strong scaling over the number of points in
the coordinate space offering a near complete reduction
of O(N) in complexity when evaluating the method in
parallel. The only operation that involves the HFB ma-
trix is a matrix-vector (MV) multiplication, which can
benefit easily from matrix sparsity. In our implementa-
tion the MV multiplication is extremely efficiently imple-
mented using fast Fourier transform. The programming
method is straightforward in hybrid processing models
that combine traditional CPUs with hardware acceler-
ators such as general purpose graphics processing units
(GPUs) [33]. Presently, many leadership class computers
are of this type.
In order to grasp the new method, consider a Hartree-
Fock equation [5]
Hψk(r) = εkψk(r), (2)
where ψk(r) is the wavefunction corresponding to the en-
ergy level εk. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the eigenvalues εk are positive. Our goal is to compute
the particle number density
ρ(r) =
∑
εk<εF
ψk(r)ψ
∗
k(r), (3)
where the summation includes only states up to a fixed
Fermi energy εF for normal systems. The density can be
obtained from the Green’s function G(z, r; r′), defined by
the linear equation (spin degrees freedom are suppressed
3here)
(z −H)G(z, r; r′) = δ(r − r′), (4)
where z is a complex number. Notice that in this equa-
tion r′ can be treated as parameter and thus for a fixed
value of r′ the Green’s function G(z, r; r′) is the solution
of an inhomogeneous Schrödinger equation. The formal
solution of this equation is
G(z, r; r′) =
∑
k
ψk(r)ψ
∗
k(r
′)
z − εk . (5)
Once we obtain the Green’s function, forcing r = r′, the
particle density can be calculated via a contour integral
ρ(r′) =
1
2pii
∮
C
dz G(z, r; r′)|r=r′ . (6)
A contour can be chosen arbitrarily, but is required to
enclose only the eigenvalues in the the interval [0, εF ] on
the real axis. The problem of computing the density for a
fixed point r′ is reduced to the calculation of the Green’s
function G(z, r; r′) for all z’s on the contour, which is
equivalent to solving a set of independent linear equa-
tions (4). For any given local Hamiltonian the density at
any given point r can be extracted independently of any
other point, enabling this step to be executed in paral-
lel, with no communications between processes. Thus by
construction, the present method exhibits perfect strong
scaling up to the number of coordinate points.
For fixed z and r′ the algebraic problem (4) can be
solved using iterative methods. The conjugate orthog-
onal conjugate gradient (COCG) method is a very ef-
ficient algorithm for solving a set of linear equations
Ax = b, assuming that matrix A is symmetric and com-
plex [34]. Recently, an extension of the method called
the shifted COCG has been implemented for electron
systems [35, 36], nuclear shell-model [37], the computa-
tion of the level density in nuclei [38], and other gen-
eralized eigenvalue problems [39–41]. The shifted vari-
ant solves simultaneously a family of algebraic problems
(A − σ)xσ = b for many shifts σ ∈ C simultaneously,
essentially with the same speed as standard COCG for a
single shift. In this way, the accuracy of numerical esti-
mation of the contour integral (6) can be refined to the
desired accuracy with almost no extra calculation cost.
Taking as many computing units as points in coordinate
space, the computation time will be limited only by the
time needed to solve this single algebraic problem.
The purpose of the present work is to introduce the
procedure in the context of solving the HFB equation in
3D coordinate space. The Green’s function G(z, r; r′)
of a HFB equation can be obtained in a similar way as
solving Eq. (4) using the shifted COCG method, but for
a generalized multi-component system with pairing and
spin-orbit coupling. The calculation of particle density in
Eq. (6) will be generalized to all types of local densities
in the realistic nuclear energy density functional (NEDF)
[42, 43]. With the aim of taking advantage of existing and
future computational resources, we developed a highly ef-
ficient parallelized GPU code as the so-called engine of
the shifted COCG iteration to replace the direct paral-
lel diagonalization procedure in the code used in Refs.
[9, 44, 45]. As a benchmark, full self-consistent HFB
calculations are performed in this work for the ground
states of spherical (magic or semi-magic) as well as axi-
ally deformed nuclei. The constrained HFB (CHFB) cal-
culation is also tested for the saddle point of 240Pu in
the induced fission studied in [9]. Finally, we apply the
method to generate nontrivial states, relevant for astro-
physical applications, containing quantized vortices and
nuclear defects immersed in a superfluid neutron matter.
We emphasize that the concept of DFT is extensively
used across many fields dealing with fermionic systems,
like quantum chemistry, solid state physics, ultracold
fermionic gases and many others. Here we focus only
on the nuclear case, as typically the nuclear EDF is very
complicated in comparison to functionals encountered in
other fields. The method presented here is general and
can be applied to other fermionic systems as well.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Nuclear DFT within local density
approximation
Local density approximation is one of the most suc-
cessful concepts introduced to DFT approaches. It was
extended to superfluid systems, namely superfluid local
density approximation (SLDA) [46, 47], and assumes that
energy density functional (EDF) E depends on various
local densities. In nuclear systems, a generic EDF is rep-
resented as a sum of the kinetic Ekin, the nuclear Enuclear,
the Coulomb ECoul, and the pairing Epair contributions
E = Ekin + Enuclear + ECoul + Epair. (7)
The kinetic part depends on the kinetic densities and
the effective nucleon masses
Ekin(r) =
∑
q=n,p
~2τq(r)
2mq(r)
. (8)
In calculations we included the simplest center of mass
correction by replacing the bare nucleon mass m with
m/(1 − 1/A). The total particle number is A = N + Z
where N and Z are respectively the neutron (n) and pro-
ton (p) numbers. The Coulomb contribution is composed
of the direct part and the exchange part
ECoul(r) = EdCoul(r) + EeCoul(r)
=
e2
2
∫
ρp(r)ρp(r
′)
|r − r′| d
3r′ − 3e
2
4
(
3
pi
)1/3
ρ4/3p (r).
(9)
4The pairing energy in SLDA depends on the local anoma-
lous density:
Epair(r) =
∑
q=n,p
geff(r)|νq(r)|2 (10)
and the effective pairing coupling strength geff(r) is ob-
tained via a renormalization [46–48] of the bare pairing
strength, typically parametrized as
g0(r) = g0
(
1− αρ(r)
ρ0
)
, (11)
where ρ0 = 0.16 fm−3 is the saturation density. The
parameter α = 0, 1, 1/2 corresponds to volume, surface,
and mixed pairing respectively [42, 49].
The nuclear part is the most complicated. Over the
years, many forms of the nuclear functional have been
proposed, see Refs. [1, 50, 51] for review. Typically, the
functional depends on various proton and neutron den-
sities, including normal ρ(r), kinetic τ(r), spin s(r) or
spin kinetic energy densities T (r). In a high accuracy nu-
clear EDF (NEDF) various currents are present as well,
such as the normal current j(r), and the spin current
densities J(r). In our previous works [9, 44, 45] we used
the popular parametrization SLy4 [43, 52] of the Skyrme
NEDF, that has a rather generic form,
ESkyrme = Eρ2 + Eργ + Eρ∆ρ + Eρτ + Eρ∇J
=
∑
t=0,1
(
Cρt ρ
2
t + C
γ
t ρ
2
tρ
γ
0 + C
ρ∆ρ
t ρt∆ρt
+Cτt ρtτt + C
∇J
t ρt∇ · J t
)
,
(12)
where ρ0 = ρn + ρp and ρ1 = ρn − ρp (and similar for
τ0,1 and J0,1) are isoscalar and isovector densities respec-
tively, and C’s are coupling constants.
Starting from the NEDF defined above, the derived
HFB equation is a 4-component eigenvalue problem:
H
uk↑uk↓vk↑
vk↓
 = Ek
uk↑uk↓vk↑
vk↓

H =

h↑↑ − µ h↑↓ 0 ∆
h↓↑ h↓↓ − µ −∆ 0
0 −∆∗ −h∗↑↑ + µ −h∗↑↓
∆∗ 0 −h∗↓↑ −h∗↓↓ + µ

(13)
where we have suppressed the spatial coordinate r
and k is the label of each quasiparticle wavefunction
[ukσ(r), vkσ(r)] where σ =↑, ↓. The local particle-hole
Hamiltonian h is obtained by taking the appropriate
functional derivatives of the energy density functional.
For the Skyrme functional (12) it takes the form [5]:
hσ,σ′(r) =
(
−∇ · ~
2
2m∗
∇+ U
)
δσ,σ′
−iW · (∇× σ)σ,σ′ ,
(14)
where m∗(r) is the effective mass, U(r) is the central-
part of the mean-field potential, and W (r) is the spin-
orbit potential (for their explicit forms see Ref. [43]). The
local pairing field ∆(r) is defined as a function of the
anomalous density
∆(r) = −geff(r)ν(r). (15)
The HFB Hamiltonian is a functional of local densities,
which are determined by the quasiparticle wavefunctions
[ukσ(r), vkσ(r)]. The explicit expressions for the most
important ones are
ρ(r) =
∑
k,σ
v∗kσ(r)vkσ(r), (16)
ν(r) =
∑
k
v∗k↑(r)uk↓(r), (17)
τ(r) =
∑
k,σ
∇v∗kσ(r) ·∇vkσ(r), (18)
J(r) =
1
2i
(∇−∇′)× s(r, r′)
∣∣∣∣
r=r′
, (19)
where
sx(r, r
′) =
∑
k
(
v∗k↑(r)vk↓(r
′) + v∗k↓(r)vk↑(r
′)
)
,
sy(r, r
′) = i
∑
k
(
v∗k↑(r)vk↓(r
′)− v∗k↓(r)vk↑(r′)
)
,
sz(r, r
′) =
∑
k
(
v∗k↑(r)vk↑(r
′)− v∗k↓(r)vk↓(r′)
)
.
(20)
The summations over k should be performed for quasi-
particle states with quasiparticle energies Ek that satisfy
0 < Ek < Ecut, where Ecut is the energy cutoff related
to the momentum cutoff Ecut = ~2k2cut/(2m) (m stands
for the mass of nucleon). It should be chosen sufficiently
large to ensure the convergence of all observables. This
convention is applied to all summations over k through-
out this paper. In the next section, we will show how to
extract these densities directly from the Green’s function
without explicit diagonalization of the HFB matrix. The
method can be extended to other (not listed) densities.
B. Green’s function and local densities
Denoting the 4× 4 HFB matrix in Eq. (13) as H, the
Green’s function G(r, r′, z) is the solution of a matrix
equation,
(zI4 −H)G(z, r; r′) = δ(r − r′)I4, (21)
where I4 stands for a 4×4 unit matrix. Now the Green’s
function is a 4× 4 blocked matrix in the form:
G(z, r; r′) =
∑
k
1
z − Ek
uk↑(r)uk↓(r)vk↑(r)
vk↓(r)
 ·

u∗k↑(r
′)
u∗k↓(r
′)
v∗k↑(r
′)
v∗k↓(r
′)

T
.
(22)
5In the above equation the summation over k includes all
eigenstates. As we discussed in Sec. II A, we need to
calculate the normal, anomalous, kinetic and spin-orbit
densities and to construct the HFB matrix in the self-
consistent iterations. A closer look at the explicit expres-
sions for the densities (16)-(20) reveals that we need to
extract only 5 of 16 entries, containing {vk↑(r), vk↓(r)}⊗
{v∗k↑(r′), v∗k↓(r′)} and v∗k↑(r)uk↓(r′) products. In the
next subsections, we provide prescriptions for extraction
of the local densities assuming that Green’s function can
be efficiently computed. For simplification of the formu-
las we introduce the notation
Gφρ,ψσ(z, r; r
′) =
∑
k
φkρ(r)ψ
∗
kσ(r
′)
z − Ek (23)
for submatrices of the Green’s function, where φ, ψ =
{u, v} are wavefunction coordinates and ρ, σ = {↑, ↓} are
spin coordinates.
1. Normal and anomalous density
The simplest products in the Green’s function are the
normal density ρ(r) in Eq. (16) and the anomalous den-
sity ν(r) in Eq. (17). For ρ(r), one needs to extract the
Gv↑,v↑ and Gv↓,v↓ components from the G matrix and
add them. Next, by performing the contour integral, like
in Eq. (6), we obtain the normal density for a selected r′
point
ρ(r′) =
1
2pii
∑
σ
∮
C
dz Gvσ,vσ(z, r; r
′)|r=r′ , (24)
where the contour integral encompasses the interval
[0, Ecut] of the real axis. The expression for the anoma-
lous density requires only the Gu↓,v↑ component and by
analogy reads
ν(r′) =
1
2pii
∮
C
dz Gu↓,v↑(z, r; r′)|r=r′ . (25)
The extension to spin densities (20) is straightforward.
2. Kinetic density
Without losing generality, we suppress the spin de-
grees of freedom in the equations and write the (normal)
Eq. (16) and the kinetic energy densities Eq. (18) in a
simplified form:
ρ(r) =
∑
k
ψ∗k(r)ψk(r),
τ(r) =
∑
k
∇ψ∗k(r) ·∇ψk(r).
(26)
In order to evaluate τ(r), we first calculate the Laplacian
of the number density:
∆ρ(r) = 2Re[
∑
k
ψ∗k(r)∆ψk(r) +∇ψ∗k(r) ·∇ψk(r)].
(27)
Then τ(r) can be obtained via
τ(r) =
1
2
∆ρ(r)− Re
(∑
k
ψ∗k(r)∆ψk(r)
)
. (28)
Now the problem is reduced to the calculation of the
quantity
∑
k ψ
∗
k(r)∆ψk(r). Recall that∑
k
ψk(r)ψ
∗
k(r
′) =
1
2pii
∮
C
dzG(z, r; r′) (29)
and if we apply the Laplacian ∆ on r on both sides of
the equation and set r = r′ we obtain∑
k
∆ψk(r) ψ
∗
k(r
′)|r=r′
=
1
2pii
∮
c
dz ∆G(z, r; r′)|r=r′ .
(30)
Computation of the derivatives of the Green’s functions
introduces significant numerical costs. We avoid the cal-
culation of the Laplacian by taking advantage of an in-
tegration by parts
∆G(z, r; r′)|r=r′ =
∫
drδ(r − r′)∆G(z, r; r′)
=
∫
dr (∆δ(r − r′))G(z, r; r′)
(31)
where the second equality uses the boundary condition
limr→∞G(z, r; r′) = 0. Finally∑
k
ψ∗k(r
′)∆ψk(r′) =
=
1
2pii
∮
C
dz
∫
dr (∆δ(r − r′))G(z, r; r′)
(32)
which is a contour integral of a convolution. Therefore, to
obtain the total kinetic energy density Eq. (18), one just
needs to extract Gv↑,v↑ and Gv↓,v↓ components from the
G matrix, and calculate the kinetic energy density τ =
τ↑ + τ↓ based on Eqs. (28) and (32). When implemented
numerically ∆δ(r − r′) is the numerical implementation
of the Laplacian applied to the δ-function on the lattice.
3. Spin-current density
The spin-current density Eq. (19) can be written in the
explicit form:
6Jx(r) = Im
∑
k
(
v∗k↓(r)
∂
∂y
vk↓(r)− v∗k↑(r)
∂
∂y
vk↑(r)
)
+ Re
∑
k
(
v∗k↑(r)
∂
∂z
vk↓(r)− v∗k↓(r)
∂
∂z
vk↑(r)
)
,
Jy(r) = Im
∑
k
(
v∗k↑(r)
∂
∂x
vk↑(r) + v∗k↓(r)
∂
∂x
vk↓(r)− v∗k↓(r)
∂
∂z
vk↑(r)− v∗k↑(r)
∂
∂z
vk↓(r)
)
,
Jz(r) = Im
∑
k
(
v∗k↓(r)
∂
∂y
vk↑(r) + v∗k↑(r)
∂
∂y
vk↓(r)
)
+ Re
∑
k
(
v∗k↓(r)
∂
∂x
vk↑(r)− v∗k↑(r)
∂
∂x
vk↓(r)
)
,
(33)
which are combinations of the quantities
∑
k ψ
∗
k∇ψk for
different spin combinations. The evaluation procedure in
this case is similar to the one we used for the density∑
k ψ
∗
k∆ψk and we obtain∑
k
ψ∗k(r
′)∇ψk(r′) =
= − 1
2pii
∮
C
dz
∫
dr (∇δ(r − r′))G(z, r; r′),
(34)
where ∇ represents the gradient operator on r. One
needs to extract all spin components Gvρ,vσ from the G
matrix and form the appropriate combinations.
III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
A. Shifted COCG method
Throughout our theoretical framework, the core prob-
lem is to solve Eq. (21) for all z’s on the contour.
We solve these equations separately for each coordinate
point r′. When discretized, this problem is reduced to
the linear equations for a given set of contour points
zm (m = 0, 1, · · · ,mmax). These linear equations are
called “shifted” linear equations or shifted linear systems
because the matrices zm − H are connected by scalar
shifts. We solve this problem by using the shifted COCG
method [35, 36], which is an iterative method for solv-
ing large-scale shifted linear systems with symmetric ma-
trices. The details of this algorithm are available in
Ref. [35, 36] and here we give only a brief review and
illustrate how to apply it to the HFB matrix in Eq. (13).
For a given symmetric matrix A, we want to solve the
linear equation:
Ax = b, (35)
which is called the reference system, and its shifted equa-
tions
(A+ σI)xσ = b, (36)
where σ is a scalar complex shift, and xσ is the solution of
the corresponding shifted system. The reference system
is solved by the COCG method [34]. We define xn as the
approximate solution in the n-th iteration, rn as the cor-
responding residual vector rn = b−Axn, search direction
vector pn, and other coefficients αn, βn. With the initial
condition x0 = 0, r0 = b,p0 = b, α−1 = 1, β−1 = 0 we
have to perform the following iterations:
αn−1 =
rTn−1 · rn−1
pTn−1 ·Apn−1
, (37)
xn = xn−1 + αn−1pn−1, (38)
rn = rn−1 − αn−1Apn−1, (39)
βn−1 =
rTn · rn
rTn−1 · rn−1
, (40)
pn = rn + βn−1pn−1 (41)
where the T represents transpose only, without complex
conjugation and · stands for the implied scalar product
between left and right vectors. Note, the evaluation of
Apn−1 is the most computationally consuming part of
an iteration, as it requires a matrix-vector multiplication.
The residual vector measures the accuracy of solution in
the n-th iteration and it is used as a breaking condition
for iterations.
Shifted systems Eq. (36) can also be solved by COCG
algorithm. For each shifted equation we introduce the
corresponding vectors xσn, rσn, and pσn and coefficients ασn
and βσn , and initialize them with the same initial con-
ditions as the reference system. However, the iterations
(37)-(41) for the shifted systems can benefit from their
collinearity, meaning that the residuals vectors for the
reference and shifted systems are connected [35]
rσn =
1
piσn
rn, (42)
where the proportionality constant in each iteration is
given by (piσ0 = piσ−1 = 1)
piσn =
(
1 + αn−1σ + αn−1
βn−2
αn−2
)
piσn−1
−αn−1 βn−2
αn−2
piσn−2.
(43)
Thus, for the shifted systems instead of evaluating the
time consuming Eq. (39) one can evaluate the simpler
Eq. (42). Moreover, the coefficients ασ and βσ are also
7connected with corresponding coefficients of the reference
system
ασn−1 =
piσn−1
piσn
αn−1, (44)
βσn−1 =
(
piσn−1
piσn
)2
βn−1. (45)
These equations replace Eqs. (37) and (40). Often the
reference system is called the seed system as it “seeds”
data for shifted systems. The iterations are executed si-
multaneously for all systems and they end when the de-
sired accuracy is achieved for all equations. Since when
evaluating the density we set r = r′ in the Green’s func-
tion in the vector Eq. (42), one needs to evaluate only one
component, and not the entire vector; see also Sec. III E.
Assume for a moment that the HFB matrix is sym-
metric. This is the case when the spin-orbit term in
the nuclear density functional is ignored and the pair-
ing potential is real. Then we can straightforwardly
let A = z0I − H, where z0 is selected point from con-
tour. Shifts are given by σm = zm − z0. We solve
the problem on a Cartesian mesh grid with a lattice size
Nx × Ny × Nz and lattice spacing dx = dy = dz. After
discretization, the HFB matrix has dimensions N × N
with N = 4NxNyNz, but in this case spin-up and spin-
down components are decoupled and the matrix size is
effectively 2NxNyNz. For a fixed spatial point r′ func-
tion δ(r − r′) becomes vector, where all N elements are
zeros except one [= 1/(dxdydz)], corresponding to the
selected position. We denote this vector by δr′(r). Since
we do not need all elements of G matrix, it is sufficient
to solve problems Ax1 = b1 and Ax2 = b2 (together
with shifted counterparts) where b1 = (0, 0, δr′ , 0)T and
b2 = (0, 0, 0, δr′)
T . Then solutions x1 and x2 are third
and fourth columns of Eq. (22).
In general, the HFB matrix is a hermitian but not
a symmetric matrix, which cannot be solved using the
shifted COCG method directly. However, one can use
the COCG method designed for symmetric matrices in
the case of Hermitian matrices by performing a simple
matrix transformation. Assume that H is an arbitrary
Hermitian matrix which can be divided into real and
imaginary parts: H = Hx+ iHy, with obvious symmetry
properties Hx = HTx and Hy = −HTy . If we also divide
the eigenvectors of H into real and imaginary parts as
ψ = x + iy. The eigenvalue problem Hψ = λψ will be
converted to:
(Hx + iHy)(x+ iy) = λ(x+ iy). (46)
After collecting the real and imaginary terms it will be-
come an equivalent eigenvalue problem:(
Hx −Hy
Hy Hx
)(
x
y
)
= λ
(
x
y
)
, (47)
but now the matrix on the left hand side is real symmet-
ric. The Green’s function G = Gx+iGy of a general HFB
matrix H is then the solution of the equation [equivalent
to Eq. (21)]
(zI− H ′ )
(
Gx
Gy
)
=
(
δ(4)
0
)
, (48)
where
H ′ =
(
Hx −Hy
Hy Hy
)
, δ(4) = δ(r − r′)⊗ I4. (49)
As before we need to solve two linear equations A′x′1 = b
′
1
and A′x2 = b′2 (and their shifted equation) with A′ =
zI − H ′ in doubled space. Now, vectors of length 2N
need to be set for b′1 = (0, 0, δr′ , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T and b
′
2 =
(0, 0, 0, δr′ , 0, 0, 0, 0)
T .
B. The form of the integration contour
Before a further discussion of the shifted COCG
method, we should provide a clear definition of the con-
tour, which determines the shifted systems and is funda-
mental for the convergence behavior and error control of
the whole algorithm. We need to calculate an integral
of the form 12pii
∮
C
dzf(z) where the contour encloses ex-
actly a segment of the real axis [0, Ecut]. It is natural to
choose the contour to be symmetric with respect to the
real axis since the poles (the HFB spectrum) are real. We
can parametrize the contour as z(ϕ) and a simple choice
of its form is an ellipse:
z(ϕ) =
Ecut
2
+
Ecut
2
cosϕ+ ih sinϕ
= Ecut cos
2 ϕ
2
+ ih sinϕ
(50)
where 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2pi and the height of ellipse h is the
parameter that should be chosen carefully, see Fig. 1.
The integrand function behaves smoothly, only for
points that are far away from real axis. As the contour
approaches real axis, the function f(z) ∼ ∑k 1z−Ek as a
function of z starts to exhibit fast oscillations, making
accurate numerical integration difficult. For this reason,
we choose non-uniformly distributed integration points
along the contour. The density of points distribution
depends on distance from the real axis with more points
closer to the real axis, and less far away from the real axis.
The height h of the eclipse is set to be significantly larger
than the expected average separation between poles, and
we compute the integrand function for angles ϕ given by
a distribution function (u and the l subscript corresponds
to upper and lower parts of the contour with respect to
the real axis)
ϕu =
pi
2
{
1 + tanh
[
α tan
(
φ− pi
2
)]}
,
ϕl = ϕu + pi, 0 ≤ φ ≤ pi,
(51)
where α is a parameter (usually α ∼1-5) and the integral
over φ is discretized with a set of evenly distributed points
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FIG. 1. The ellipse contour C : z(ϕ) in Eq. (50) adopted
to perform the contour integral. The thick solid line repre-
sents the positive energy continuum quasiparticle states with
E > −µ, while the crosses represent the positive energy dis-
crete bound quasiparticle states 0 < Ei < −µ. Density of
integration points is larger for parts of the contour close to
the real axis (depicted by blue and red colors), and decreases
as we go far away from the real axis (depicted by green color).
φn in the interval [0, pi] with step size ∆φ. Thus the
contour integral can be converted into an weighted sum
1
2pii
∮
C
dzf(z) ∼=
∑
σ=u,l;n
f{z[ϕσ(φn)]}wσ(φn)∆φ. (52)
Typically, the number of integration points does not ex-
ceed 104, and further increases do not improve the nu-
merical result. The computation of the integrand along
the contour is very fast and represents a very small frac-
tion of the entire calculation time, which is dominated by
the calculation of the Green’s function at the reference
point.
C. Convergence behavior
The norm of the residual vectors rn at the reference
and of the shifted systems rσn quantify the error of the ap-
proximate solution xn and xσn in each iteration. Since we
need to calculate the Green’s functions G(z, r; r′) for all
z’s on the contour defined in Sec. III B, the convergence
behavior on the contour needs to be studied.
As a simple but non-trivial test case, we consider only
neutrons, and choose a phenomenological Wood-Saxon
(W-S) model [5, 53]. The central part of the single-
particle Hamiltonian Eq. (14) is given by U(r) = V0f(r),
where f(r) has the symmetrized W-S form:
f(r) =
1− exp (−2R0a )[
1 + exp
(
r−R0
a
)] [
1 + exp
(−r−R0
a
)] (53)
and V0 = −50 MeV, r =
√
x2 + y2 + (z/β)2, R0 =
1.12A
1/3
0 − 0.86A−1/30 fm, A0 = 100, a = 0.54 fm.
By varying the parameter β, we calculate the densi-
ties in a W-S potential in both spherical and axially
deformed cases. The spin-orbit potential W (r) is cho-
sen as W (r) = λ∇U(r) where λ = −0.5 fm2, and
the effective mass is set to be the bare mass of neutron
mc2 = 939.565 MeV. The self-consistent pairing field
∆(r) in Eq. (15) should be determined by the anomalous
density ν(r), but here we still use a phenomenological W-
S potential shape ∆(r) = 12/A1/20 f(r). In the test, the
chemical potential is fixed at µ = −7 MeV. The numeri-
cal tests are performed in a cubic box of size Lx = Ly =
Lz = 20 fm for the spherical W-S model (β = 1), and
a rectangular box of size Lx = Ly = 20, Lz = 25 fm for
the deformed W-S model (β = 1.5). In both cases, the
lattice constant dx = dy = dz = 1.25 fm. The number of
lattice points is Nx = Lx/dx and respectively for y and
z direction. The energy cutoff is set to Ecut = 100 MeV.
We find that the convergence properties of the algo-
rithm are strongly correlated with the density of particles
for a given point. For points with higher particle densi-
ties the method needs more iterations to converge. This
behavior can be easily understood if we recall that the
starting point for iterations is x0 = 0; see Sec. IIIA. For
the points where the density is higher the convergence
is noticeably slower. In the following tests, we consider
the convergence properties of the method for the points
requiring the highest number of iterations. These points
are located close to the center of the simulation box.
Results for the spherically symmetric case (β = 1)
are presented in the top row of Fig. 2. The Figure
2(a) shows the distribution of ‖rσn‖ on the semi-ellipse
z(ϕ), 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ pi on the upper half complex plane, for
iteration number n = 4000, and fixed position r′ lo-
cated close to center of the box. In the lower half plane (
pi ≤ ϕ ≤ 2pi ) the behavior is identical due to the reflec-
tion symmetry of the integration contour. The shifted
system converges most quickly in the middle part of the
contour (represented by color green), more slowly near
the left end of contour z(pi) = 0 (represented by color
blue), and very slowly near the right end of the contour
z(0) = Ecut (represented by the color red). A closer look
at the convergence behavior at the representative points
in these three parts, respectively z(pi/2), z(pi), and z(0),
is shown on Figure 2 (b). Besides the rapid convergence
of the middle point z(pi/2), the residual at the origin
z(pi) = 0 also has a stable decrease with iterations. How-
ever, the iterations for the right end z(0) = Ecut fail to
converge, and ‖rσn‖ keeps oscillating around 10−2. Con-
sider the convergence analysis of the conjugate gradient
(CG) method [54] in which case the convergence ratio de-
pends on the 2-norm condition number κ of the matrix
A:
‖rn‖
‖r0‖ ≤ 2
(√
κ− 1√
κ+ 1
)n
, (54)
where the condition number κ(A) = |λ(A)|max/|λ(A)|min
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FIG. 2. The convergence behavior of the shifted COCG method for the HFB equation with W-S potential. The top and
bottom rows show results for spherically symmetric and deformed W-S potentials respectively. The spherically symmetric
problem was solved on lattice 163, while the deformed problem used a lattice 162 × 20. In both cases the lattice spacing is
dx = 1.25 fm. Panels (a) and (d) show the distribution of the norms of the residual vectors ‖rσn‖ on the semi-ellipse contour
z(ϕ) for iteration number n = 4000. Three colors (red, green, blue) correspond to different parts of the contour, as depicted on
Fig. 1. Panels (b) and (e) show the convergence behavior of ‖rσn‖ for three points z(0) (red), z(pi/2) (green) and z(pi) (blue) as
a function of iteration number. Panels (c) and (f) show the difference between the value obtained from COCG method in the
n-th iteration and the exact value for the normal (red) and anomalous (blue) densities.
is the ratio of maximum and minimal absolute value of
the eigenvalues of matrix A. From Eq. (54) it is clear
that a larger κ leads to a slower convergence. The or-
der of magnitude of the condition number for matrix
A = zI − H can be estimated as max |z−Ek|min |z−Ek| , where Ek
are eigenvalues of the HFB matrix from interval [0, Ecut].
Definitely, the condition number decreases as the imagi-
nary part of z increases, thus confirming the finding that
the convergence is fastest in middle part of the semi-
ellipse. The largest values of κ occur at points close to
the real axis. We know that the spectrum of a HFB
matrix is discrete if |Ek| < |µ| and continuous other-
wise [23, 55]. Around z = 0 there is a gap in the spec-
trum and therefore for z → 0 κ = O(Ecut/∆), where
∆ is average value of the pairing gap in the system.
When z → Ecut, min |z − Ek| can be arbitrarily small
(only set by lattice resolution), and in the limit of zero
lattice spacing dx the condition number diverges. This
“quasi-singular” matrix equation is hard to solve within a
reasonable iteration number. However, these continuous
states near the energy cutoff have very small occupation
probabilities (< 10−5) and make negligible contributions
to the local densities. While it is possible that precon-
ditioning the COCG method can help [56–59] our efforts
in this direction did not yield any advantages.
Figure 2(c) tracks the error of the particle density
ρ and anomalous density ν obtained by the calculated
Green’s function in each iteration. The exact value of
these two densities ρ0 (∼ 10−1) and ν0 (∼ 10−3) are cal-
culated by direct diagonalization of the same HFB matrix
via ScaLAPACK. It shows that the particle density ρ can
converge to an accuracy of 10−8 within 1000 iterations,
and this accuracy will not improve as the iteration goes
past that. The anomalous density ν will converge to an
accuracy of 10−6 within the same iteration count, which
is quite acceptable, since the contribution to the energet-
ics of a nucleus from the pairing field is much smaller in
absolute terms. The pairing field is almost two orders
of magnitude smaller than the single-particle potential.
This behavior of the anomalous density is due to the fact
that the high-energy quasiparticle continuum states con-
tribute with significant weights as the anomalous density
diverges when the energy cutoff is increased [46, 48, 55].
The same tests for deformed W-S model are presented
in Figure. 2(d)–2(f). They show a similar pattern of the
residual distribution on the contour. The local densities
can reach the same accuracy but with more iterations,
because of the slower convergence of points near E = 0.
In both the spherical and deformed cases, the conver-
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gence behavior at E = 0 can represent the convergence
behavior of the final local densities, and thus is chosen to
be the breaking condition for the iterations.
Until now our discussion of the convergence behavior
has been for a fixed spatial point in the lattice system.
To have a comprehensive view of the accuracy of this
method, we also compare the difference between the lo-
cal densities ρ and ν calculated with the shifted COCG
method and with the direct diagonalization method on all
lattice spatial points. Figure. 3 displays the differences
for spherical and deformed W-S model along the z axis
for fixed x = 0 and y = 0 coordinates. Because the local
densities on this spatial line have the largest magnitude
throughout the box, we will also get the largest errors
on this line. To study the influence of the lattice con-
stants on the accuracy, besides the previous dx = 1.25,
we also performed calculations with smaller lattice con-
stants dx = 1.0 and dx = 0.8333. From the figures one
can see the global maximum error of ρ and ν are respec-
tively 10−8 and 10−6, which matches the convergence
behavior of Fig. 2. The kinetic and spin-current densi-
ties are calculated with similar accuracy as achieved for
the calculation of normal density. Moreover, the accu-
racy is little affected by the value of the lattice constant,
a fact which can be expected as argued in Sec. I; see also
Refs. [21, 22].
D. Exploiting symmetries
Densities on each spatial point in the system are cal-
culated independently. The number of points to be pro-
cessed is equal to the number of lattice points NxNyNz.
This number can be easily reduced if the system exhibits
symmetries, like reflection symmetries, axial symmetry,
or spherical symmetry. For axially or spherically sym-
metric systems, one can argue that it is more profitable to
exploit this symmetry directly on the level of HFB equa-
tions, i.e., assume the correct symmetry for the wavefunc-
tions and solve the constrained HFB problem. However,
if the solution of HFB problem will be used as initial
point for an unconstrained 3D simulation, then this ap-
proach is not accurate enough. Typically, the solutions
obtained from a solver which explicitly uses spherical or
axial symmetries once discretized on a 3D spatial lat-
tice are no longer orthogonal to each other and do not
represent self-consistent eigenstates (with the necessary
numerical accuracy for a stable numerical integration in
time). Self-consistent iterations in full 3D space are still
required to get a high quality state. We demonstrate the
utilization of axial symmetry for reducing the computa-
tional cost, while the underlying HFB matrix is defined
in the full 3D coordinate space.
Consider the scalar local densities represented in cylin-
drical coordinates (r, φ, z):
ρ(r) = ρ(r, z),
ν(r) = ν(r, z),
τ(r) = τ(r, z).
We only need to calculate the densities on the points with
different values of (r, z)’s in the system. This reduces the
number of points to be calculated to approximately 1/8
of the total number of points in the full 3D lattice system,
as only the points with 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ L/2 (L = Lx = Ly)
need to be explicitly considered. Thus the performance
will improve by a factor of 8. A reflection symmetry
along the z-axis can add another factor of 2, thus an
overall speedup of 16.
We re-expand the vector density J(r) along the three
unit directions of the cylindrical coordinate system as Jr,
Jφ, Jz, which can be related to the Cartesian components
Jx, Jy, Jz by the transformation
Jr(r, z) = Jx cosφ+ Jy sinφ,
Jφ(r, z) = Jy cosφ− Jx sinφ, (55)
Jz(r, z) = Jz,
and reversely
Jx = Jr cosφ− Jφ sinφ,
Jy = Jr sinφ+ Jφ cosφ, (56)
Jz = Jz.
The components Jr, Jφ, Jz have axial symmetry, i.e., all
of them depend only on r and z, while the Cartesian com-
ponents Jx, Jy, and Jz depend on all three spatial coor-
dinates. In our approach, we first calculate the Cartesian
components Jx, Jy, Jz for the set of points with different
(r, z), we transform them into the cylindrical components
Jr, Jφ, Jz via Eqs. (55), and using the axial symmetry
we cover all the equivalent points in Cartesian space via
reverse transformation, using Eqs. (56).
Numerically, we found that the axial symmetry is not
strictly realized due to the finite size of the lattice con-
stant. In the tests discussed above for a spherical or
deformed W-S model, we start from a HFB Hamiltonian
with strict axial symmetry, and calculate the local densi-
ties on all points of the lattice system without enforcing
any symmetry constraints. In theory, for example, the
scalar densities (ρ, ν, τ) on the point of Cartesian coor-
dinates (in fm): (0, 5, 0) should have the same value ad on
the point (3, 4, 0), but numerically they are different due
to the cubic symmetry of the simulation box. The rela-
tive difference between the scalar densities on these pairs
of pseudo-equivalent points varies from 10−2 to 10−4 as
the lattice constants decreases from dx = 1.25 fm to
dx = 0.8333 fm. In order to fix this issue, we include
all points in these pairs into the calculation, with a small
increase of the total number of lattice points needed to
be calculated.
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FIG. 3. Comparisons were made between the local densities calculated by shifted COCG iteration and the direct diagonalization
approaches along z axis for fixed x = 0 and y = 0 coordinates with three different lattice constants dx. In the case with spherical
symmetric potential (top row) the system size is Lx = Ly = Lz = 20 fm, and in the deformed case (bottom row) the system
size is Lx = Ly = 20 and Lz = 25 fm. The left column shows differences for the normal density δρ = |ρcocg − ρdiag.|, and the
right column shows them for the anomalous density δν = |νcocg − νdiag.|.
This lattice effect becomes more pronounced when one
calculates the cylindrical components of the vector den-
sity J(r). The components Jr and Jz can be treated in
the same manner as the scalar densities, but Jφ, which is
expected theoretically to vanish, suffers from a numerical
noise, which oscillates around zero. The average magni-
tude of this noise decreases from 10−5 to 10−7 as dx
decreases from 1.25 fm to 0.8333 fm and for simplicity
we just force them to be zero, which will bring some dis-
crepancy in the calculation of J(r) when comparing the
COCG and the direct diagonalization approaches. We
will discuss this discrepancy in realistic calculations for
finite nuclei in Sec. IV and show that it vanishes, as nat-
urally expected, as the lattice constant goes to 0.
E. Computational cost
The computational cost of the shifted COCG iteration
is set by the cost of solving the reference system, as it
involves matrix-vector (MV) multiplication between the
matrix A = z0 −H and the vector pn of size 2N , where
N = 4NxNyNz. The non-locality in the HFB matrix (see
the Appendix for explicit form) comes from the Laplacian
or gradient operators. When discretized, the gradient or
the Laplacian of a function (vector) can be obtained ei-
ther via a finite difference formula or through the Fourier
transform. In both cases the operation is represented by
a sparse matrix. Exploiting the sparsity accelerates the
MV operations significantly. We compute derivatives us-
ing Fourier transforms, as it is a more accurate method
than using finite difference formulas [22]. Moreover, we
advocate the direct use of fast Fourier transforms (FFT)
due to a manageable complexity O(N logN). The com-
putation of derivatives with FFT is expected to be faster
than accurate multipoint finite difference algorithms [60].
For shifted systems, the collinear theorem insures that
there is no need to evaluate MV products. The vector-
scalar arithmetic in Eqs. (38), (41) and (42) for σ 6= 0
makes a considerable contribution to the total computa-
tional cost if all 2Nm elements of xσn, pσn, rσn are calcu-
lated, where m is the number of points on the contour.
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However, in order to obtain the local densities on a fixed
spatial point r′, we do not need to know the Green’s
function G(z, r; r′) for all spatial points r in the sys-
tem. This is because integrand function f(z) requires ei-
ther G(z, r; r′)|r=r′ or overlap of Green’s function with∇δ(r − r′) or ∆δ(r − r′). Derivatives of δ(r − r′) have
only l = Nx +Ny +Nz − 2 non-zero elements (which are
located on three lines in x, y, z directions that cross at
r′). The vector-scalar arithmetic can be executed only
for elements required by the integrand functions. Finally,
the size of xσn, pσn, rσn is reduced to the order 2lm, which
is a small number when compared with N for the ref-
erence system. The cost related to solving the shifted
systems turns out to be negligible. Therefore, the the-
oretical upper bound of the computational cost within
one full self-consistent iteration of shifted COCG method
at N coordinates is determined by the FFT operation
[O(N logN)] and the maximum number of COCG Krylov
iterations M required to converge each point in the ref-
erence system. The number of Krylov iterations to con-
verge is problem dependent and theoretically it scales as
O(N), but in all of our realistic calculation we find that
M ≈ 4, 000 is sufficient to get a high accuracy solution
for nuclear problems. Final numerical complexity scales
as O(MN2 logN) where in practice M  N , but in the
worst caseM can be of the same order asN . On the other
hand, the direct diagonalization scales like O(N3). It is
not a priori clear that the COCG approach is preferred.
It is at this point that leveraging the strong scalability
feature of the COCG approach wins. Let us use a distinct
parallel process for each point in the reference system re-
ducing the calculation to the cost O(MN logN). Thus,
within the errors of the converged results we present, the
COCG approach gains a clear advantage for larger di-
mensional systems.
We have also investigated other algorithms that can
be applied to non-symmetric shifted linear systems, the
shifted BiCG-Stab(l) [61] and the shifted GMRES [62].
In these algorithms, we do not need to play the tricks
described in Sec. III A for the Hermitian matrix H and
the size of matrix A will not be increased by a factor
of two. But, these algorithms require two sequential
matrix-vector (MV) products in each iteration; thus in
total there is no profit per iteration. Among the tested
methods, the COCG method exhibits so far the best con-
vergence properties.
Finally, we emphasize that the presented method can
efficiently utilize heterogeneous computers. In our im-
plementation we perform calculations both using CPUs
as well as highly efficient multi-threaded GPUs. In our
experience, the GPU implementation of shifted COCG is
more than 50× faster than its CPU counterpart. Table I
compares the charged core hours between our GPU code
implementing the shifted COCG method and the CPU
code using the direct diagonalization method (ScaLA-
PACK) for two problems with different lattice dimensions.
On supercomputers, this is the most relevant quantity
to be compared as it essentially represents the cost that
No. N tcocg (CPU hrs) tdiag (CPU hrs)
1 20× 20× 40× 4 649.23 (T) 1,547.71 (T)
2 50× 50× 40× 2 9,318.4 (T) 46,694.4 (E)
TABLE I. Timing comparison between the shifted COCG
method and diagonalization method using ScaLAPACK for
solving two problems with different dimensions Ns in each
self-consistent iteration. The first case is for finite nuclei 240Pu
in the lattice of dimension 20× 20× 40 (the extra factor of 4
is included for spin-orbit and pairing). The second case is for
the study of a nucleus immersed in a neutron superfluid sea of
dimension 50×50×40, where spin-orbit is ignored (the extra
factor of 2 is for pairing only). In both problems, tcocg and
tdiag denote the charged core hours of the GPU code using
shifted COCG method and the CPU code using ScaLAPACK
in one self-consistent iteration. The capital letter in paren-
theses denotes the computing facility where the timing test
is performed: “T” represents Titan and “E” represents Edi-
son [32, 63] and the CPU hours were determined in units of
CPU hours according to the corresponding policy for these
supercomputers. On Titan an hour using a single computing
node, which has 16 CPUs and one GPU, is charged as 30 CPU
h. On Edison an hour using a CPU is charged as 2 CPU h.
For problem no.2 the estimated charge in case of using Titan
for direct diagonalization is about 87 500 CPU hrs.
a user has to pay for calculations. For shifted COCG
method, the axial symmetry described in Sec. IIID is im-
plemented. These timing tests were performed at OLCF
Titan [63] and NERSC Edison [32] supercomputers. In
both problems, shifted COCG is faster than diagonaliza-
tion, and this advantage becomes more pronounced in
the problem with larger dimension (no.2).
IV. BENCHMARK EXAMPLES
In this section, the Green’s function and the shifted
COCG method, which we denote XCOCG, is bench-
marked by solving the self-consistent HFB equation in
3D coordinate space and compared with the codes used
in Refs. [9, 44, 45], which we denote XDIAG. The XDIAG
code extracts wave functions of HFB Hamiltonian (13)
in the discrete variable representation (DVR) basis [21]
via a direct diagonalization. 1 The diagonalization pro-
cedure is executed parallel using ScaLAPACK library [31].
Next, densities are formed from the wave-functions using
formulas (16-20). These operations form a single self-
consistent iteration. We mix the intermediate solutions
during the iteration process using a linear or a Broyden
1 Direct methods yield the exact solution if the precision is un-
limited whereas indirect methods may be even more accurate
and are often more efficient depending on system details. Also,
iterative methods more tend to naturally damp out roundoff er-
rors that accumulate and become difficult with large N problems
evaluated directly.
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mixing algorithm [64]. The XCOCG code is a modified
version of the XDIAG code where parallel diagonalization
procedure and computation of densities is replaced by
the COCG method. Densities are extracted according
formulas provided in Sec. II B. The COCG part is ported
to GPUs. Both codes provide the same results up to the
accuracy specified in Sec. III C.
We performed tests on the nuclei with axial symmetry,
including spherical and axially deformed nuclei. In all
of these realistic tests, the Skyrme NEDF SLy4 [43] is
used in p-h channel, and the SLDA treatment [46, 47]
for the pairing interaction is used in p-p channel with
bare coupling strength g0(r) = g0 = −233 MeV (volume
pairing), and energy cutoff Ecut = 100 MeV. These are
typical values used in realistic calculations. We conclude
this section by presenting states generated by the shifted
COCG method used for studies of interaction between
quantized vortices and nuclei in neutron start crust [11].
These calculations are not feasible for XDIAG code in a
reasonable time.
dx = 1.25 fm dx = 1.0 fm dx = 0.8 fm HFBRAD
Ekin 3868.984 3866.098 3866.187 3866.163
Eρ2 -22401.965 -22383.542 -22384.385 -22384.462
Eργ 14548.826 14536.219 14536.840 14536.890
Eρ∆ρ 315.563 315.236 315.286 315.288
Eρτ 1332.134 1330.147 1330.208 1330.216
Eρ∇J -96.592 -96.451 -96.446 -96.446
ECoul 796.848 796.600 796.607 796.645
Etot -1636.202 -1635.693 -1635.703 -1635.707
TABLE II. Results of HFB + SLy4 calculations for 208Pb
using XCOCG in a cubic box of size 323 fm3 with lattice
constants dx = 1.25, 1.0, 0.8 fm. Results obtained with the
spherical 1D code HFBRAD are presented for comparison. All
energies are in MeV.
A. Spherical limit: Doubly magic nuclei 208Pb,
40Ca and semi magic nucleus 62Ni
A common approach to testing the accuracy of a 3D
coordinate solver is to compare the 3D results for a spher-
ical nucleus with the results obtained by a 1D spherical
code that also represents the single-particle wave func-
tions in coordinate space. We can choose extremely fine
lattice constants for the 1D solver and its results can be
considered to be very accurate. Instead of a benchmark
with XDIAG, we compute the double magic nucleus 208Pb
using our XCOCG code in a cubic box of size 323 fm3
with lattice constants dx = 1.25, 1.0, 0.8 fm, and com-
pare them with the results obtained with the HFBRAD
code [26] code (the lattice constant dx = 0.05 fm). In
Table II we compare various contributions to the total
energy Etot, computed as volume integrals from corre-
sponding terms in NEDF for 208Pb in these situations.
From dx = 1.25 to 0.8 fm, the difference of total energy
between XCOCG and HFBRAD decreases from 0.5 MeV
to 4 keV. In particular, from dx = 1.0 to 0.8 fm, the
values of the energy terms have a steady convergence to
those solved by HFBRAD with the maximum difference
≤ 100 keV. This numerical accuracy and convergence
pattern is similar to the results in Ref. [22], which uses
Lagrange-mesh representation [65] in the calculation of
spatial derivatives. The Lagrange-mesh method is equiv-
alent to the DVR method using FFT on a 3D spatial
lattice.
The benchmarking with XDIAG starts with the case
of spherical nuclei. We solve the HFB problem for the
doubly magic nucleus 40Ca and semi-magic nucleus 62Ni
to demonstrate the accuracy of our solver in the cases
with and without pairing. In both cases, we use a cu-
bic lattice of size 203 fm3 with different lattice constants
dx = 1.25, 1.0, 0.8333 fm. In Table III we compare vari-
ous contributions to the total energy of 40Ca calculated
by XCOCG and XDIAG methods respectively. The main
source of differences between the results of the two solvers
is due to the neglect of the azimuthal component of the
spin-orbit density Jφ(r) when we utilize the axial sym-
metry of the system. This lattice effect vanishes as the
lattice constant decreases. In particular, when dx ≤ 1 fm,
the difference between the total energies is less than 10
keV. Notice also that the XCOCG energies are always
lower than the XDIAG energies and we attribute this to
the fact that Jφ(r) ≡ 0 in XCOCG. The same kind of
calculations are performed for the semi-magic nucleus
62Ni with non-zero neutron pairing; see Table IV. Com-
pared to 40Ca, the difference of total energy is larger in
dx = 1.25 case (0.175 MeV). This is due to the much
larger magnitude of the spin-orbit contribution, which
brings larger error in J caused by the finite lattice ef-
fects. Similarly to 40Ca, as the lattice constant becomes
finer, this lattice effect vanishes and the difference of total
energy drops to values below 10 keV when dx ≤ 1 fm.
B. Axially deformed nucleus: 102Zr
The advantage of solving the HFB equation in a co-
ordinate space basis is that it can correctly describe the
asymptotic behavior of quasiparticle wavefunctions of nu-
clei with large deformations and weak binding energies
[24]. Following Refs. [28–30], we choose the neutron rich
Zr isotope 102Zr, which has a large prolate deformation,
as the testing ground and we choose a rectangular box
of size 22.5 × 22.5 × 30 fm3 to fit its large deformation.
As in Sec. IVA, we compare the XCOCG and XDIAG re-
sults with different lattice sizes dx = 1.25 and 0.9375 fm.
These are shown in Table. V. The quadrupole moment
Q20 of the nucleus is also listed in each case, where
Q20 = 〈Qˆ〉 =
∫
(2z2 − x2 − y2)ρ(r) d3r (57)
and ρ(r) = ρn(r) + ρp(r).
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dx = 1.25 fm dx = 1.0 fm dx = 0.8333 fm
XDIAG XCOCG ∆E XDIAG XCOCG ∆E XDIAG XCOCG ∆E
Ekin 623.983 624.115 0.132 624.755 624.781 0.026 624.836 624.837 <0.001
Eρ2 -3714.569 -3714.702 -0.133 -3722.988 -3722.977 0.011 -3723.483 -3723.483 <0.001
Eργ 2396.941 2396.967 0.026 2403.198 2403.190 -0.008 2403.555 2403.554 <0.001
Eρ∆ρ 106.284 106.368 0.084 106.957 106.957 <0.001 106.992 106.992 <0.001
Eρτ 173.227 173.122 -0.105 173.725 173.712 -0.013 173.746 173.746 <0.001
Eρ∇J -1.233 -1.267 -0.033 -1.279 -1.287 -0.008 -1.282 -1.282 <0.001
ECoul 71.483 71.484 <0.001 71.532 71.532 <0.001 71.535 71.535 <0.001
Etot -343.885 -343.914 -0.029 -344.100 -344.093 0.007 -344.101 -344.101 <0.001
TABLE III. Results of spherical HFB + SLy4 calculations for 40Ca using the XCOCG and XDIAG approaches with a cubic 3D
lattice of size Lx = 20 fm with different mesh size dx. All energies are in MeV. In the column of ∆E, “< 0.001” means |∆E| is
less than 1 keV and can be negligible.
dx = 1.25 fm dx = 1.0 fm dx = 0.8333 fm
XDIAG XCOCG ∆E XDIAG XCOCG ∆E XDIAG XCOCG ∆E
Ekin 1092.413 1092.737 0.324 1090.235 1090.293 0.058 1090.107 1090.122 0.015
Eρ2 -6335.819 -6336.367 -0.547 -6319.916 -6320.133 -0.218 -6318.595 -6318.650 -0.055
Eργ 4134.013 4134.153 0.140 4122.721 4122.864 0.143 4121.738 4121.775 0.037
Eρ∆ρ 150.018 150.256 0.238 150.031 150.055 0.024 149.967 149.971 0.004
Eρτ 341.670 341.492 -0.178 339.456 339.460 0.005 339.326 339.329 0.003
Eρ∇J -52.747 -52.819 -0.072 -52.371 -52.380 -0.010 -52.367 -52.365 0.001
ECoul 129.928 129.917 -0.011 129.761 129.762 <0.001 129.751 129.751 <0.001
Epair -3.834 -3.904 -0.070 -3.989 -4.000 -0.011 -3.986 -3.994 -0.009
Etot -544.358 -544.534 -0.175 -544.073 -544.080 -0.007 -544.058 -544.061 -0.003
TABLE IV. Same as Table III, but for 62Ni.
The difference in the total energy is 0.3 MeV between
XCOCG and XDIAG for dx = 1.25, which almost equals
to the difference in the spin-orbit energy 0.27 MeV. This
error in the spin-orbit energy contribution will affect the
position of the HFB minimum, leading to a difference in
the quadrupole moment Q20 in the ground state of 3 fm2
and in the energy terms Eρ2 , Eργ of 1–2 MeV between
XCOCG and XDIAG. For dx = 0.9375 fm, the errors are
significantly smaller, ≤ 1 keV for the total energy and
0.16 fm2 for the quadrupole moment.
C. Constrained HFB: saddle-point of 240Pu fission
Induced fission of 240Pu is a frequent benchmark for
many implementations based on DFT methods [9, 66–
68]. In a constrained HFB calculation in Ref. [9] the
nucleus is brought to a shape and an energy near the
outer saddle point of the fission barrier (at zero tempera-
ture), used as the initial state of a time-dependent SLDA
(TDSLDA) simulation. In this work, we use our XCOCG
code to reproduce the configuration on this saddle point
and compare with that obtained via the XDIAG code.
To obtain a nucleus with a given quadrupole moment
〈Qˆ〉 = Q0, we need to minimize the Routhian
E′ = Etotal + c(〈Qˆ〉 −Q0)2, (58)
which is equivalent to adding a Lagrange multiplier in
the single-particle Hamiltonian: h′ = h+2c(〈Qˆ〉−Q0)Qˆ.
In the self-consistent calculation, the constraint strength
c will be updated in each iteration using the augmented
Lagrangian method [69]. This saddle-point configuration
of 240Pu is prepared in a rectangular box of size 25×25×
50 fm3, with lattice spacing dx = 1.25 fm. Following
paper [9], the quadrupole moment constraint is set to
Q0 = 16500 fm
2 and an additional auxiliary external
field is turned on for the formation of the neck in this
configuration.
In Fig. 4 we show the density profile for the converged
solution. Table VI compares the XCOCG and XDIAG re-
sults for the saddle-point configuration of 240Pu. As we
discussed earlier, the lattice effects in the calculation of
J cause the change of the HFB minimum, which results
in large differences in the energy terms Ekin, Eρ2 , Eργ ,
and Eρ∆ρ. In this case, because of the strong pairing,
and extremely large deformation of the heavy nucleus,
any minute change of HFB minimum will result in larger
difference in various energy terms than in the cases of the
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dx = 1.25 fm dx = 0.9375 fm
XDIAG XCOCG ∆E(∆Q) XDIAG XCOCG ∆E(∆Q)
Ekin 1841.034 1841.444 0.410 1838.435 1838.438 0.003
Eρ2 -10381.846 -10383.607 -1.760 -10364.579 -10364.463 0.115
Eργ 6715.556 6716.620 1.064 6702.965 6702.865 -0.100
Eρ∆ρ 209.650 210.055 0.405 208.432 208.427 -0.005
Eρτ 592.475 592.366 -0.109 590.686 590.669 -0.017
Eρ∇J -63.446 -63.716 -0.270 -62.429 -62.422 0.008
ECoul 230.311 230.288 -0.023 230.359 230.358 -0.001
Epair -3.067 -3.083 -0.016 -3.231 -3.233 -0.002
Etot -859.333 -859.632 -0.299 -859.361 -859.360 0.001
Q20 1077.44 1080.62 3.18 1047.81 1047.65 -0.16
TABLE V. Results of HFB + SLy4 calculations for 102Zr using XCOCG and XDIAG in a rectangular box of size 22.5× 22.5×
30 fm3 with lattice constants dx = 1.25 and 0.9375 fm . All energies are in MeV and the quadrupole moment Q20 is in fm2.
XDIAG XCOCG ∆E
Ekin 4418.132 4419.125 0.993
Eρ2 -25104.582 -25109.048 -4.467
Eργ 16238.995 16241.781 2.786
Eρ∆ρ 408.182 409.032 0.850
Eρτ 1465.062 1464.900 -0.161
Eρ∇J -111.516 -112.088 -0.572
ECoul 901.083 901.062 -0.021
Epair -8.801 -8.818 -0.017
Etot -1793.439 -1794.054 -0.615
TABLE VI. Results of HFB + SLy4 calculations for the sad-
dle point of 240Pu using XCOCG and XDIAG in a rectangular
box of size 25 × 25 × 50 fm3 with mesh size dx = dy = dz =
1.25 fm. All energies are in MeV.
nuclei we tested earlier. On the other hand, the larger
amplitude of J , which is reflected by the absolute value
of Eρ∇J , also makes the lattice effects more pronounced.
In principle, these differences will reduce and eventually
vanish as dx → 0 as we demonstrated in the earlier sec-
tions. But the large dimension of this system and the
considerable number of self-consistent iterations in the
constrained HFB problem will make the calculation on a
finer lattice grid more expensive with the current com-
putational resources.
D. A nucleus immersed in a neutron superfluid sea
We used the shifted COCG method to generate ini-
tial states for studies of quantum vortex dynamics in a
neutron star crust [11]. The stationary state is a super-
fluid neutron medium containing a quantum vortex and
an immersed nucleus located in the vicinity of the topo-
logical defect or vortex. The calculations were performed
FIG. 4. Total density distribution ρ(r) = ρn(r) + ρp(r) for
the saddle-point configuration of 240Pu in the y = 0 plane.
with the FaNDF0 nuclear density functional constructed
by Fayans et al. [70, 71], which is particularly well suited
for these type of studies. The bare pairing coupling con-
stant in Eq. (10) was chosen to reproduce the rescaled
BCS 1S0 pairing gap in neutron matter; for more details,
see Ref. [11].
For these studies we used a simulation volume of size
75× 75× 60 fm3 with a lattice spacing dx = 1.5 fm. The
energy cut-off was chosen to be 75 MeV. In the box, we
place a tube (simulated by a flat-bottomed external po-
tential) that we fill with superfluid neutrons of density
n = 0.014 fm−3 or 0.031 fm−3. The problem has been
simplified by dropping the spin-orbit term, which is not
expected to play a major role in vortex pinning. The sim-
plification results in an HFB matrix (13) with a simpler
block structure (h↑↓ = h↓↑ = 0) and a smaller dimension
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2NxNyNz:(
h↑↑ − µ ∆
∆∗ −h∗↓↓ + µ
)(
uk↑
vk↓
)
= Ek
(
uk↑
vk↓
)
. (59)
After this reduction, the HFB matrix has the size
200, 000× 200, 000 and it still represents a very demand-
ing problem for the traditional approaches to determine
the stationary states, see Section III E and Table I. We
solved this problem successfully with moderate computa-
tional costs to achieve self-consistency using GPUs and
the COCG approach described here on the Titan super-
computer [63]. Only after the final iteration, do we use
a diagonalization to generate the wave functions on the
Edison supercomputer [32].
FIG. 5. The lowest energy states generated by shifted COCG
method for neutron background density n = 0.014 fm−3 [pan-
els a and b] and 0.031 fm−3 [panels c and d]. In each box of
size 75 × 60 fm2 we show the absolute value of the neutron
pairing potential ∆(r) (upper half) and the total density dis-
tribution ρ(r) (lower half). The black lines separating blue
and red regions correspond to a value 1 MeV for the paring
and of 0.07 fm−3 for the density respectively.
In Fig. 5 we present stationary configurations (with
constraints) for two background neutron densities: n =
0.014 fm−3 and 0.031 fm−3. The “nuclear defect” con-
sists of Z = 50 protons. Two mutual configurations were
considered: (1) a quantum vortex attached to the nu-
cleus (pinned case); and (2) a nucleus outside the vortex
core (unpinned case). The position of nucleus in the box
was fixed by adding a constraint to the density functional
for the center of mass of the protons, in a similar fash-
ion as it was done for the quadrupole moment Eq. (58)
and for the for saddle point in 240Pu test case. The
vortex was generated by imprinting the correct phase
pattern for the pairing field ∆ in the neutron channel
∆(ρ, z, φ) = |∆(ρ, z)| exp(iφ), where ρ =
√
x2 + y2 is the
distance from the center of the tube and φ = tan−1 yx . In
the pinned case, we took advantage of the axial symme-
try of the problem and of the reflection symmetry with
respect to one plane in the unpinned configuration.
From the energetics of these systems we determine that
for both densities the configuration with the nucleus lo-
cated outside the vortex core has a lower energy per par-
ticle than the pinned configuration by about 6 and 4 keV
respectively for densities n = 0.014 fm−3 and 0.031 fm−3.
Thus one can expect that the effective vortex-nucleus in-
teraction is repulsive in nature, which was further con-
firmed by studying the motion of the vortex in dynamical
simulations [11].
V. FURTHER EXTENSION
A. Linear response
The free linear response of a many-fermion system can
be evaluated using the same COCG approach. For sim-
plicity we will illustrate this procedure here only for a
normal system, as the extension to the superfluid case is
straightforward. The free polarization operator is defined
as [72, 73]
Π0(ω, r, r
′) =
∑
k
ψk(r)ψ
∗
k(r
′)
× [G(εk + ω, r, r′) +G(εk − ω, r, r′)] ,
(60)
where ψk(r) and G(r, r′, z) were defined in Eqs. (2) and
(4), and the summation is over occupied levels. In prac-
tice the polarization operator is evaluated for a complex
energy ω+ iγ, since the spreading width Γ↓ is either not
accounted for in the random phase approximation, or in
order to imitate to some extent the imaginary part of the
optical potential. The spreading width accounts for the
fragmentation of the particle-hole transition strength due
to the coupling to more complex states. If the complex
integration contour in Eq. (6) is chosen so that |Im z| < γ
one can easily show that
Π0(ω + iγ, r, r
′) =
1
2pii
∮
C
G(z, r, r′)
× [G(z + ω + iγ, r, r′) +G(z − ω − iγ, r, r′)] .
(61)
It remains to be established if this method for the eval-
uation of the free polarization operator Π0(ω + iγ, r, r′)
and the subsequent determination of the full response is
competitive and under what conditions with the finite-
amplitude method [74–79] and/or the time-dependent
approach [44, 45] for deform open-shell nuclei.
B. Extraction of eigenvalues and eigenvectors using
the shifted COCG Krylov method
The shifted COCG Krylov method can be used also
to determine the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors using
the approach described in Refs. [39–41]. In this approach
one has at first to evaluate the moments
µk =
1
2pii
∮
Γ
dz
∑
n
(z − )k
z − εn , k = 0, 1, ..., 2N − 1. (62)
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where  is located inside the contour Γ enclosing a seg-
ment on the real axis with a known number N of the
eigenvalues, and where εn are eigenvalues. Once these
moments are computed the eigenvalues are obtained by
solving a generalized eigenvalue problem for two matrices
of size N×N . The number of eigenvalues in a given inter-
val is not known a priori and some eigenvalues could also
be degenerate. In the presence of degeneracies one has to
disentangle the corresponding eigenvectors. If the degen-
eracy is due to spherical or axial symmetry one can in-
troduce slightly different lattice constants dx, dy, and dz
or a very weak external field and lift the degeneracies at
a level that has no noticeable consequence on the physics
studied. Subsequently, the solution of the Schrödinger
equation for the corresponding eigenvector ψn in the case
of a known non-degenerate eigenvalue (H − εn)ψn = 0 is
a trivial linear algebra problem. In the case of Kramers
degeneracies, one can easily separate the two degenerate
eigenvectors. The unknown number N of eigenvalues in
a given energy interval can be determined by evaluating
the trace (integral over all coordinates and summation
over all four components) of the Green’s function of the
Hamiltonian (13)
N = Tr
(
1
2pii
∮
Γ
dz
1
z −H
)
. (63)
Thus the need to use diagonalization of very large matri-
ces can be completely eschewed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we describe a new approach for solving
the HFB type of equations in a coordinate representation
that is different from the traditional approaches based
typically on direct diagonalizations. In the present ap-
proach, there is no need to evaluate the individual single-
particle wave functions and their energies, but instead
we calculate the Green’s function of the HFB equations,
from which we extract various densities after evaluating a
contour integral. The Green’s functions are obtained by
solving a set of linear equations with scalar shifts using
the iterative shifted COCG Krylov method. We demon-
strate the high accuracy of the iterative shifted COCG
approach by solving typical nuclear problems with and
without complicated constraints, such as the fission outer
saddle-point of 240Pu and a quantum vortex state in a
neutron star crust. A notable advantage of this algo-
rithm is its suitability for efficient parallelization and ef-
fective utilization of heterogeneous computing platforms.
The method becomes computationally superior for large
spatial lattice sizes that are otherwise computationally
very expensive for standard approaches, such as a direct
diagonalization.
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APPENDIX: EQUATION OF GREEN’S FUNCTION FOR HFB EQUATION
For the HFB Hamiltonian H in Eq. (13), the single-particle Hamiltonian in Eq. (14) reads
h = −∇ · ~
2
2m∗(r)
∇+ U(r)− iW (r) · (∇× σ) , (64)
where the kinetic energy term is represented by a real symmetric operator in numerical implementations T . When
discretized, besides the local term U(r)mn = Unδnm, the nonlocal term T and spin-orbit terms require more attention.
For T , since
−∇ · ~
2
2m∗(r)
∇v(r) = −1
2
[
~2
2m∗(r)
∇2v(r)
+∇2
(
~2
2m∗(r)
v(r)
)
−
(
∇2 ~
2
2m∗(r)
)
v(r)
]
,
(65)
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we have
Tnm =
(
−∇ · ~
2
2m∗(r)
∇
)
nm
=
− 1
2
(∇2)nm
(
~2
2m∗n
+
~2
2m∗m
)
+
1
2
(
∇2 ~
2
2m∗
)
n
δnm,
(66)
where the Laplacian operator ∇2 is a symmetric matrix in the discrete variable representation (DVR) basis [21] and
m∗n/m = m
∗(rn/m). A similar symmetrization is also performed for the spin-orbit term
W (r) · (∇× σ)
=
1
2
[W (r) · (∇× σ) +∇ · (σ ×W (r))] , (67)
where the gradient operator ∇ = {∂x, ∂y, ∂z} is an anti-symmetric operator in each spatial direction in the DVR
representation. In the p-p channel, the complex pairing field ∆(r) is diagonal when discretized, ∆(r)mn = ∆nδnm.
Finally, after separating the real and imaginary parts of the HFB Hamiltonian H = A+ iB, the equation of Green’s
function G = Gx + iGy for a HFB equation is
(zI −H ′)
(
Gx
Gy
)
=
(
δ(4)
0
)
, H ′ =
(
A −B
B A
)
, (68)
and where
A =

T + U˜ W˜x∂z − W˜z∂x 0 Re ∆
W˜z∂x − W˜x∂z T + U˜ −Re ∆ 0
0 −Re ∆ −T − U˜ W˜z∂x − W˜x∂z
Re ∆ 0 W˜x∂z − W˜z∂x −T − U˜
 , (69)
B =

W˜y∂x − W˜x∂y W˜z∂y − W˜y∂z 0 Im ∆
W˜z∂y − W˜y∂z W˜x∂y − W˜y∂x −Im ∆ 0
0 Im ∆ W˜y∂x − W˜x∂y W˜z∂y − W˜y∂z
−Im ∆ 0 W˜z∂y − W˜y∂z W˜x∂y − W˜y∂x
 , (70)
with U˜ = U − µ and W˜i∂j the anti-commutator of Wi and ∂j :
W˜i∂j =
1
2
(Wi∂j + ∂jWi) , i, j = x, y, z, i 6= j, (71)
One can show that A = AT and B = −BT . In the shifted COCG method, we do not need to construct these
4Nxyz × 4Nxyz matrices explicitly because we only need the MV product between these matrices and the vectors xn,
pn (see Sec. III A). Among the MV product operation, the product between the local part of H and the vectors can
be regarded as a vector-vector product. The product between the vectors and the non-local part of H, due to the
Laplacian and gradient operators, can be performed using the fast Fourier transform.
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